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1. Introduction. The first part of the present paper is a contribution to

the theory of regions of holomorphy in n complex dimensions. In particular

one (characteristic) property of the regions of holomorphy is elaborated,

namely, "pseudo-convexity." The methods developed here are adaptable to

the study of holomorphic functionals in infinite dimensional Banach spaces

(compare Bremermann [7]).

In the second part (§§9 ff.) we study the pseudo-convex regions and

plurisubharmonic functions (introduced by K. Oka and P. Lelong, for defini-

tion see 2.6) for their own sake. We show that the notions "pseudo-convex"

region and "plurisubharmonic function" are formal extensions of the notions

"convex domain" and "convex function" from the w-dimesional vector space

of n real variables to the vector space C" of n complex variables. While the

convex functions, roughly speaking, are generated by linear functions, the

plurisubharmonic functions are generated by analytic functions. Convex

domains and pseudo-convex regions can be defined by means of convex func-

tions and plurisubharmonic functions, respectively. Therefore the "complex

convexity," by which notion we will denote pseudo-convex regions and pluri-

subharmonic functions jointly, is a more complicated property than the (real)

convexity.

The basic theorem (5.1 and 5.4) of the first part is (simplified) the follow-

ing: Let H be a region of holomorphy. Let 5 and T be pointsets such that

the closure of SU T is in H and such that every function which is holomorphic

in H takes its maximum modulus with respect to 5WTon T. Let AH(i) denote

the distance of the point aG-ff from the boundary of H measured in an arbi-

trary norm. Then the function A#(j) takes its minimum with respect to SVJT

already on T. As consequences hereof we derive: A general "theorem of con-

tinuity," some results on the holomorph-convexity and the theorem: In a

region of holomorphy H the function —log AH(i) is for any norm a pluri-

subharmonic function in H. In regions of holomorphy (and only in regions of

holomorphy) the functions —log Ah(j) generate metric forms

«   a2-iogAg(a)
as' = 2^i   -"-dzfdz,.

Mlr=i       dz,tdz.

We compare these metrics with the metric generated by the (plurisubhar-
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monic) Bergman kernel function. Further we show: If for a region D and a

norm N the function —log AD(j) is plurisubharmonic, then a certain "theorem

of continuity" holds, and conversely, if the theorem of continuity holds, then

any function — log Ad(j), based on an arbitrary norm, is plurisubharmonic in

D. A corollary hereof is: The property of the functions —log Ad(j) to be pluri-

subharmonic for a region D depends only upon the region but not upon the

norm. The regions for which the functions —log Ad(j) are plurisubharmonic

we denote as "pseudo-convex regions." Thus every schlicht region of holo-

morphy is a pseudo-convex region (and the converse is also true according to

a result of K. Oka).

The pseudo-convex regions and plurisubharmonic functions are closely

related to the convex domains and functions. The plurisubharmonic functions

are formally defined by the same definition as the convex functions if one

replaces "Rn" by "Cn," "linear majorant" by "harmonic majorant," "straight

line" by "analytic plane," etc. We demonstrate that many theorems hold for

plurisubharmonic functions as well as for convex functions. The same is true

for pseudo-convex regions and convex domains. A region D(ZC" is pseudo-

convex if and only if the function —log 5d(j) where Sc(j) is the euclidean dis-

tance function, is plurisubharmonic in D. We prove correspondingly: A do-

main PCP" is convex if and only if the function —log 5j?(r), where 5s(r) is

the euclidean distance function of the domain B, is a convex function in P.

We show that many corresponding theorems hold for pseudo-convex regions

and convex domains and we derive a "restriction principle" which permits one

to derive for a certain class of theorems on plurisubharmonic functions and

pseudo-convex regions by restriction to tube domains the corresponding theo-

rems for convex functions and domains.

The correspondence of theorems suggests that one interpret results of the

theory of several complex variables in the convex case. We do this for Berg-

man's "extended class of functions" and obtain on the other hand from the

interpretation a heuristic idea how to define a different "extended class" that

serves the same purpose, namely to solve certain boundary value problems.

We shall develop the details in a further paper.

Every domain BCZR" possesses a convex envelope. The problem of defin-

ing the pseudo-convex envelope of regions D(ZCn leads one to consider non-

schlicht regions. Plurisubharmonic functions can be defined on complex mani-

folds with no difficulty at all because the property of being plurisubharmonic

is a local property and is not affected by holomorphic transformations. How-

ever, on complex manifolds there are no norms. Nevertheless one can define

pseudo-convex regions in the following way: A region D is pseudo-convex if

and only if there exists a plurisubharmonic function that tends to infinity

everywhere at the boundary of D. For schlicht regions this definition is

equivalent to the one given before.

The methods developed here are suitable for infinite dimensional Banach
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spaces. There is one difficulty however, the infinite dimensional spaces are

not locally compact. We shall show in a further paper that in spite of this

difficulty several theorems of this paper can be extended (Bremermann [7]).

2. Notation and auxiliary theorems.

2.1. We consider the space Rn of n real variables Xi • • • xn and the space

Cn of n complex variables Z\ ■ ■ • z„; Zj = Xj+iyj. We write for the real vector

f = (xi • ■ ■ xn) and for the complex vector j = (zi • • • z„).

2.2. As topology we introduce the topology generated by the euclidean

norm. We note that all topologies generated by arbitrary norms are equiva-

lent. A region is an open set, a domain an open and connected set. Each subset

of a region which is connected and cannot be enlarged without ceasing to be a

subset of the region or ceasing to be connected, we call a component. Unless

otherwise stated, we assume that our regions and domains are schlicht.

2.3. We write {j| P(j)} for "the set of all jEC" that satisfy the property

P(j)." We use the symbol "A" for the logical conjunction.

2.4. Let Dr be a sequence (or family) of regions such that D,QD and

every point jGP belongs together with a fixed neighborhood to almost all

D,. Then we write "lim,^.,, Dr = D."

2.5. A function /(j) is holomorphic in a region D, if it is single-valued in

D and if for all z£P we have d/(j)/dzy = 0 for j = l, •••,«. In other words,

/ is holomorphic in each variable separately. We note that a consequence of

this definition is that a holomorphic function is not determined by the values

in one component. We are free to prescribe in the different disjoint com-

ponents of a region "different" holomorphic functions and to consider them

together as one holomorphic function in the region.

2.6. A function V(i) is called "plurisubharmonic"^) in a region D if

(a) - oo ̂  V(i) < + » in D,

(b) V(i) is upper semicontinuous in D,

(c) the Hermitian form

A    d2V(i)
/ .  -— dzpdz,

r,r-i   dz^dz,

is positive semidefinite. (The differential form has to be taken in the sense of

Schwartz (Schwartz [l]).) The condition (c) is equivalent to:

(c') The function F(j) is subharmonic in the intersection of every analytic

(8) This class of functions has been defined independently and at about the same time by

Oka [l] and Lelong [l]. Also the "Hartogs" functions" of Bochner-Martin [l] are closely re-

lated to this class (compare Bremermann [5] and [6]). Oka called these functions "pseudo-

convex functions." The author adopted in his paper Bremermann [l] the notation of Oka

because he realized that the pseudo-convex domains correspond to the convex domains and

the considered class of functions to the convex functions (which is discussed in detail in this

paper). However, due to the work of Lelong, the denotation "plurisubharmonic functions" has

become more widely known and accepted.
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plane {j| j=3(0)+Xa} with the region D (a an arbitrary complex vector, X a

complex parameter).

2.7. Let a function be holomorphic or plurisubharmonic in D and upper

semicontinuous in D. Then it assumes its maximum on D — D unless it is a

constant (Bremermann [l]).

2.8. A region H is called a "region of holomorphy" if there exists a func-

tion holomorphic in H and not holomorphic in a larger region (which could

also be non-schlicht) (Behnke-Thullen [l]).

A region of holomorphy H obviously has the property that it contains all

points in which every function that is holomorphic in H is still holomorphic.

2.9. Theorem of Behnke-Stein. If {H,} is a sequence of regions of holo-

morphy and lim,<0O HV=H, then His a region of holomorphy {Behnke-Stein [l ]

and Oka [l]).

2.10. A region D is called "holomorph-convex" if for every region

PoCCP there exists a region D*, PoCP*CCP, such that for every point

3(0>£P — D* there exists a function/(j), holomorphic in D, such that

max |/(3)|   <  |/(jw>)|

(Behnke-Thullen [l]).
2.11. Any schlicht region of holomorphy is holomorph-convex, and any

holomorph-convex region is a region of holomorphy (Behnke-Thullen [l ]).

2.12. A convex domain is a domain such that the straight line segment

between any two of its points belongs to the domain.

A domain is convex if and only if through every boundary point passes

a supporting straight line (plane, hyperplane) (Behnke-Stein [2]).

3. Properties of distance functions.

3.1. Let N(i) be a norm in the complex vector space Cn (for the real vec-

tor space P" the considerations are completely analogous). N(i) is a norm if

JV(j)*0if 3*0, iV(0)=0,iVX3(1) + 3(2))^(3<1))+W!)) and 2V(Xj) = |X| N(j),

X a complex scalar. In the following we shall write, if convenient, ||3|| for

N{i).
The point set {s| ||g — 3<0>|| <r\ is the interior of the "sphere" of radius r

with center at 3(0) with respect to the norm. Let D be a region in the CB,

then we associate with every point 3£P the value

AD(3) =d/supr9 {i'lllj-j'll <'!CC

That is the supremum of the radii of the spheres with center at 3 that are con-

tained in D, or in other words the distance of the point 3 from the boundary

of D measured in the norm N. Thus AD(3) is a real-valued function defined in

D. We call AD(i) the "distance function of D based upon the norm N."

3.2. In any region D that is different from the Cn Afl(3) is continuous with

respect to the topology generated by the norm.
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Remark. As we have noted already the topology generated by an arbi-

trary norm is equivalent to the topology generated by the euclidean norm.

If D is the whole C", then AD(j) = <x>. If D has at least one finite boundary

point, then any point in D has a finite distance from this point, and therefore

Ac (3) is finite in D in this case.

By definition we have: If ||3-3(1)|| <AD(ia)), then $££>. If now ||ja) -$(2)||

<e, then because of the triangle inequality we have ||j — 3(1)|| <||j — 3<2)|| +«.

If therefore ||3-3m|| <AD(l(1))- e, then 3GP, thus by definition

Afl(j(2)) ^ Az>(j(1)) — «,    and for symmetry reasons    AB(3(1)) ^ AD(im) — e.

Therefore we have

I AD(j(1)) - AD(3<2>) I   < e    if    || |W - 3<2»|| < e,

hence Aj>(j) is continuous in D with respect to the norm.

3.3. For the intersection of regions we have, as we see from our definition,

ADlnD,(3) = min {AjhCi), ADl(j)}.

In general, if P is the largest open set contained in the intersection of a family

of regions {A*}, then Ad (3) is the lower envelope of the family of functions

{Aca(a)}, that is

Aj,(j) = inf {ADa(3)}.
a

3.4. The distance function that belongs to the euclidean norm ||j||,

= (|zi|2+ • • • +|zn|2)1/2 we denote by SD(i), and the distance function

that belongs to the maximum norm ||3||m = maxy {|z,-| } we denote by 8^(3).

(The function 8^(3) was introduced by Cartan-Thulleh [l] and termed

"Randdistanz".) We note that a distance function is invariant with respect

to the same transformations of a domain D with respect to which the norm

is invariant. Thus 8.0(3) 's invariant with respect to euclidean transformations

and 8^(3) is invariant with respect to the group of permutations of the co-

ordinate planes and euclidean transformations within the planes.

3.5. Let a be a complex vector of norm one, ||a|| =1, and X a complex

scalar. Then we define

A„,i>(3) = n sup r B {3' I 3' = 3 + Xa A | X |   < r) C D,

in other words Att|D(3) is the radius (measured in the norm N) of the largest

disk with center 3 on the analytic plane {3'! 3' =3+X(t} that is contained in D.

When a varies through all directions, then the union of all circles {3' 13'

= 3+XoA|X| <r) is obviously equal to the sphere {3'! ||3 — g'|| <r). Therefore

we have

Ax,(j) = inf {A..j,(j)}.
a
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4. The maximum principle.

4.1. We say that the "maximum principle" holds for the point sets S and T

with respect to the class of (real-valued) functions .£, if for any function V(%) £.£

we have the equality

sup V(i) =    sup    V(j).
iGT i£SUT

Analogously we say "the minimum principle" holds for 5, T, and .£.

4.2. Let F be a 2&-dimensional analytic surface (1 ^k^n) with a param-

eter representation and only ordinary points. That is, for every point 3(0)£P

there exists a vector function &s<°>(Xi, • • • , X*) such that 3(0) =fea(0)(Xi°\ • ■ • ,

Xt0)) and that As(0)(Xi, • • • , X*) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of

Xi0), • • • , Xj" and 3=Aj(0)(Xi, • • • , X*) represents F in a neighborhood of

3(0), and the functional determinant is of rank k.

If an analytic surface F is contained in a domain D and/(3) is a function,

holomorphic in D, then /(Aj("»(Xi, • • • , X*)) is for every 3(0) a holomorphic

function of Xi, • • • , X* in a neighborhood of Xi0), • • ■ , Xjj?'. We can say

"/(i) is holomorphic on P." However, in order to consider functions "holo-

morphic on F" it is not necessary that/(s) is defined in a full 2»-dimensionaI

neighborhood of P. We callfd) "holomorphic on P" iffd) is defined and single-
valued on F and if f(h^(\i, • • • , X*)) is holomorphic for every 3(0)GP in a

neighborhood of\<?\ ■ ■ • , X£0).

4.3. Let S be a domain on an analytic surface F and T its boundary and

5UPCP. Then the maximum principle holds for the class of moduli of functions

that are holomorphic on S and continuous on SUP.

Proof. According to our Definition 4.1 the maximum principle holds if

/(g) is a constant. Suppose there would exist a function f(%) holomorphic on 5

and continuous on S^JT for which the maximum principle is violated. Let

m be the maximum of \f(l) \ in S\JT and M the point set in S\JT for which

1/(3)I ~m- Obviously MC.QS. Let 0m be a boundary point of M. Then
/(A,w)(Xi, • • • , X*)) would take its maximum at an interior point of a neigh-

borhood of (X$0), • • • , Xjj;0)), and would not be a constant. That is a contra-

diction.

4.4. If an analytic surface F is contained in a domain D and V(i) is pish,

in D, then F(/j,«»(Xi, • • • , X*)) is for every 3(0)£P a pish, function in a

neighborhood of Xi0), • • • , \k°\ We say "V(i) is pish, on P." Analogously as

in 4.3 we define "a function V(i) is pish, on F" if V(i) is defined on F and if

F(ft,«»(Xi, • • • , X*)) is plurisubharmonic for every 3(0>GP in a neighborhood of

Ai   ,   '   '   • i At  .

4.5. Let S be a domain on an analytic surface F and T its boundary and

5UPCP. Then the maximum principle holds for the class of functions that are

pish, on S and upper semi-continuous on S*UT.

The proof goes exactly as in 4.3 because a plurisubharmonic function,
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too, takes its maximum at an interior point of a domain where it is pish, if

and only if it is a constant (see 2.7).

4.6. As the moduli of holomorphic functions are special plurisubharmonic

functions, the maximum principle holds for S, T and the class of functions

that are holomorphic in a neighborhood of SW T whenever it holds for 5, T

and the class of functions that are plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of

The converse is true in special cases (as in 4.3). Also it has been conjec-

tured by Bochner and Martin that every plurisubharmonic function is a

Hartogs function from which the converse would have followed. However it

has been shown in Bremermann [5] and [6] that the conjecture is not true

in general and the counterexample constructed in [5] is also an example of a

pair of sets for which the maximum principle holds with respect to the moduli

of holomorphic functions but not with respect to plurisubharmonic functions.

The converse is true for the classes of functions that are holomorphic,

plurisubharmonic respectively, in a fixed domain D such that 5UPCCP,

where D is a domain of holomorphy (Bremermann [5]). It is an open problem

to decide whether the converse is true in this case only when D is a domain

of holomorphy. The general question of the characterisation of the sets for

which the maximum principle holds for holomorphic functions seems to be

a deep one. (Compare also Behnke-Sommer [l].)

5. Distance functions in regions of holomorphy.

5.1. Theorem. (Compare Bremermann [4, §4], and Cartan-Thullen [l].)

Let H be a region of holomorphy. Let the maximum principle be valid for the

point sets S, T with respect to the class of the moduli of the functions that are

holomorphic in a region D such that S^JTCDQII. Let x(s) be an arbitrary func-

tion holomorphic and different from zero in D. Let S be an open set. Then we

have

(1) inf,er   x(3) Att,H(i) =infaesur \x(l)\Aa,H(l) and

(2) infjgr   x(3) AH(i) =inf,eSur \x(h)\An(h),
where A0,h(s) and A#(3) are distance functions as defined in §3 based upon an

arbitrary norm.

Remark. The methods developed here are adaptable to the case of in-

finite-dimensional Banach and Hilbert spaces. We shall, however, treat the

infinite-dimensional case in a further paper (Bremermann [7]).

We shall prove the theorem under the assumption that 5 is an open set.

Later, in 5.4 we shall free ourselves from this assumption in the case of the

second equality.

Proof. The second equation follows from the first: It is

inf    inf  | x(3) | Aa,H(i) = inf    inf   | x(i) \ A«Al) = inf  | x(3).| Aff(3)
n«n-i ier ,er mi=i jgt

where infi«[_i means the infimum taken with respect to all vectors a with
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norm one. And just the same we have

inf       inf     | x(i) \ A«.h(3) =     inf       inf   | x(3) I ̂ aAi)
llaii=i   iEsur aesur Ia|l=l

=     inf     | x(3) I A*(3).

Therefore the second equality is proved when the first equality is proved.

Proof of the first equality of 5.1: We choose a region H* such that

SyJTC.H*C_C.H. Such an H* exists because we have by assumption 5UT

GH. Because TC.H*, inf,er Aa,H'(s)|x(3)| =m exists and is larger than zero.

Let a be a complex vector with l|o|| = 1 and X a complex scalar. Then the set

T* = if {% [ 3' E T A 3 = 3' + Xa A | X |   < « | x(3') I "M

is a subset of H*.

Let /(s) be a function holomorphic in H that cannot be continued into a

domain larger than H. Such a function exists because H is by assumption a

region of holomorphy. Because PT*CC-ff there exists an M such that

|/(3) | <M in H*. /(j'+Xa) is for fixed 3' a holomorphic function of X in the

intersection of H with the analytic plane {313 = 3' +Xa}. We develop f{%' +Xo)

in a Taylor series:

"    1  d'ftf + Aa)
/(3' + Aa) = ZT    ™ X'.

,=0   vl d\" x-o

If s'er and  |X| <m|x(j')|-1, then i'+\a<E.T*CH*, therefore |/(j'+Xo)|
<M. Therefore, applying Cauchy's formula we obtain

1   3-/(3' + Xa) M
-—- < -> for j' (=■ T
r! 8X'        ^   =m'|x(3')h' iG'

hence

1   d'fd' + Xa)        , . M
(i) T       ,v x(WhsS- forj'er.

j-!       ax-      x=o w

The left-hand side is a holomorphic function in D. Therefore, applying that

for S, T and the functions that are holomorphic in D the maximum principle

holds, we conclude that the latter inequality holds not only for j'ET but for

h'es.
Therefore the series

,=o  v! 3X"        x_0

converges uniformly in any point set

(3) {j|j'65Aj = j' + XoA |X| S*»|xa')h}
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where 0<#<1. The series is a generalized Hartog series (compare Bremer-

mann [l]). It represents our function /(3) if the set (3) is an open set. This

is ensured if S is an open set.

Letting d—>1 we conclude that /(3) is holomorphic in the set

(4) {i|a' e^S A3 = J' + Xa A I X|   <m\x(i')\'1}.

f(i) is by assumption not holomorphic in any domain larger than H. There-

fore this pointset belongs to H. Hence

for 3' G S   we have   A«,„'(3') ^ »| x(j') |_1.

This is true for every H*. Letting H*—>H, then

m = inf Att,H.(3) | x(j) I"1 -♦ inf A,.h(j) | x(j) h1-
»Gr i&T

Therefore

inf A„.ff(3)|X(3)|-1 2= inf A„.w(3)|x(3)|-1,

from where the first equality of the theorem follows immediately, q.e.d.

5.2. Remark. The proof of Theorem 5.1 works out just the same if instead

of the "strong maximum principle": If V(i)<M on T, then V(i)<M on 5

we have only the following "weak maximum principle." If V(i)<M on T,

then F(s) <cM, where c is a constant independent of the particular function

V(i). Indeed, from inequality (1) in the proof of 5.1 we get

1   3-/(3'+ Xa) , . c-M

v\ d\" \=0 m"

(instead of ^M/m"). But this inequality is sufficient to conclude that the

series (2) converges uniformly in any point set (3). Hence Theorem 5.1 is

true also if the strong maximum principle is replaced by the weak maximum

principle.

5.3. Lemma. Let the maximum principle be valid for the point sets S, T

and the class .£ of moduli of functions that are holomorphic in a fixed open

set D containing S^JT. Let

t{p) =*/{j|j'erA||j'-i|| <p}
and

s(P) =-/{»!»'= 5 a||j'-ill ^p}.

Let p0 be such that P(p0)U5(p0)CP for p^p0. 7//(j)GC and |/(i)| ^M *«
7\po), then |/(j)| <2Min S(Po/2).

Proof. Let 3=3'+Xa, X a complex scalar and ||a|| =1. Let /G-C If then

S'G5UP and |X| <p0, then 3GP(po)W5(p0)CP and we have forfd'+U)
the development
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A   1  d>f(i' + Xa)
/(«' + Xa) = ■£-    ™J V.

,=o   J*! o\" \_o

If now |/(3)| <M in P(po), then we have by Cauchy's formula

.     ,__ 1  d'fti' + Xa) M
for j'GT: —- g — •

«<! oX' x-o Po"

Because the maximum principle holds for 5 and T, the last inequality holds

also for s'GS. Therefore

08  / I X I V
/(j' + Xa)^Ml  ^   .

,=o \   po   /

For |X| ^po/2 the value of the series is smaller than or equal to 2. Letting

the vector a vary through all directions we obtain

/ (3) |   ^ 2M   for   3 G 5(p,/2). q.e.d.

5.4. Theorem 5.1.2 *s naKd without the additional assumption that S is an

open set.

Proof. Let the maximum principle be valid for S, T, but let 5 be arbitrary

otherwise. Then we apply Theorem 5.1 to S(p/2) and T(p). For S(p/2) and

T(p) the weak maximum principle holds and S(p/2) is an open set. Therefore

by 5.2 we obtain

inf   AH(i) | x(3) I = inf &h(i) \ x(i) | for p S Po-
!6T(p) aGS(P/2)ur(p)

Letting p—>0, then S(p/2) tends to 5 and T(p) to T, and the infimum with

respect to T(p)\JS(p/2) tends to the infimum with respect to TKJS, because

Aw(3) is continuous; and infaer(J1) tends to infjgr- Therefore we obtain

inf A*(3) | x(3) |   =      inf    AH(j) | x(j) | . Q-e.d.
l£T aesur

6. The theorem of continuity and the holomorph-convexity as conse-

quences of the "Fundamental theorem."

6.1. Theorem of Continuity ("Kontinuitatssatz"). (Compare Behnke-

Sommer [l ] and Behnke-Stein [3].) Let H be a region of holomorphy. Let \S,\,

{T,\ be sequences of sets, such that S,yJT,CZC.II and such that the maximum

principle is valid for every v for S„ T, and the class of moduli of functions that

are holomorphic in H. Let lim„<00 S, = So and lim„w P,= P0 and let SoOTo be

bounded.

Then ToCKZHimplies S0\JT<>(Z(ZH.

Proof. Applying Theorem 5.1.2 for the euclidean distance function and

x(3) = l we obtain
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inf  «H(g) =      inf     8H(.i).
jer, i£T,us,

As we have proved in 3.2 the distance function 8/7(3) is continuous in H.

Also 50WPo is bounded. Therefore this relation holds also in the limit, that

means

inf SH(i) =      inf     5H(g).
»£fo jSTouSo

Because r0CC-ff we have infaGr0 8a(g)>0, and therefore inf,gr0uSo &n(l)

>0, and therefore

SJJT0CCH. q.e.d.

6.2. Remark. A basic difference between one and several complex vari-

ables is the following: In one variable the sets S, T for which the maximum

principle holds for the moduli of holomorphic functions are essentially sub-

domains of H and their boundaries. The condition that the interior points

of a subdomain of a domain of holomorphy H have a distance from the

boundary of Hgreater than or equal to the distance of its boundary is a trivial

one and does not impose any restrictions on H. Any domain is a domain of

holomorphy. In several complex variables, however, there are the 2-dimen-

sional analytic surfaces for which the maximum principle holds (see 4.4). It

is not trivial that the interior points of an analytic surface in a domain H

have a larger distance from the boundary of H than the points of the bound-

ary (of the analytic surface). Therefore for «>1 the validity of our funda-

mental theorem and the theorem of continuity is a condition on H which is

satisfied only by a certain class of domains.

6.3. Holomorph convexity. The holomorph convexity of regions of

holomorphy is well known (see 2.10 and 2.11). However,' we should like to

show that it can be easily derived from our fundamental Theorem 5.1 (5.4).

We formulate the following theorems of this section for the euclidean distance

function, but they are valid for an arbitrary distance function An{£) just as

well.

Let H be a bounded region of holomorphy. Let H0 be a subregion, H0C.CZH.

Let inf,e//„ 8H(l) "tn. Let

P*=  b|3GPA5*(3) 5: »}.

Then there exists to every point iw(E.H—H* a function f(i), holomorphic in H,

such that

|/(j«>)|  >  sup   |/(3)|  ^   sup   |/(3)|.
»£»• aSffo

Proof. Suppose this would not be true. Then for any function /(g) holo-

morphic in H we would have
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|/(3(0))|   ^ sup   |/(j)|.
iSff*

Therefore, if we put •S'={3(0)} and T=H*, the maximum principle holds

for S, T, and the moduli of the functions holomorphic in H. That Sd QH is

trivial and TQC.H because H is bounded. Therefore we have according to

our Theorems 5.1 and 5.4.

5(3«») ̂  inf 5(3) = m.

Therefore j(,)GH*, but that is a contradiction to the fact that we have chosen

j(»GP-P*.
6.4. Let H be a bounded region of holomorphy, let x(3) be a function holo-

morphic, bounded, and different from zero in H. Let

H(x(t), p) = U13 e h a Ma) | x(s) I > p}.

Then for every point 3<0)Gi?—P(x($)> p) there exists a function, holomorphic in

H such that

|/(j«»)|    > Sup \f(l)\.

The region H(x(l), p) is compact in H because H and x(3) are bounded.

Using Theorem 5.1 we conclude exactly as in 6.3.

6.5. Under the assumptions of the preceding Theorem 6.4 any region

H(x(i), p) is "convex with respect to functions that are holomorphic in H." That

means: For any compact subregion Ho of i?(x(j)> p) there exists a region H*

such that

Po C H* C C H(x(i), P)

and to every point 3(0) in H(x(i), p) — H* there exists a function/(3) holomor-

phic not only in H(x(l), p) but in H such that

|/(3(0))|  >  sup   |/(3)|.
sGff*

Indeed, any region H(x(l), p') where p' is such that Ht>CZH(x(l), p')

(ZGH(x(i), p) will satisfy this condition according to 6.4, and there always

exist p'.

6.6. Under the assumptions of 6.4 any region H(x(l), p) is a region of

holomorphy. This follows from 6.5 and a theorem by Cartan-Thullen: Any

region that is holomorph-convex is a region of holomorphy, (2.11).

7.- —log AH(i), plurisubharmonic functions, metric forms, and kernel

functions in regions of holomorphy.

7.1. In a region of holomorphy any function —log A#(3) is a plurisubhar-

monic function. (For the definition of the pish, functions, see 2.6.)
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This result has first been proved for —log 87/(3) by the author in the

following way (Bremermann [l, p. 54], compare also Lelong [3]): We show

that —log 877(3) is pish, in regions that satisfy a certain theorem of continuity

(compare also 8.4). As any region of holomorphy satisfies this theorem of

continuity, —log 877(3) is pish, in regions of holomorphy.

We shall give here a simpler proof based directly on Theorem 5.1 (and

5.4).
Suppose it would not be true. Then, as —log AH(i) is continuous, there

would exist an analytic plane {s| 3=3(0)+Xu} such that —log AH(i) is not

subharmonic in {313=3(0>-r-Xa}f>\.ff (compare Definition 2.6). That means

there exists a point 3(1) on the plane and a (small) circle around 3(1) such that

— log At/(3(0) +Xa) is not subharmonic in the circle. For simplicity's sake we

change the representation of the analytic plane to {31 g(1) +Xct}. Let the radius

of the circle be r and let F(X) = —log At7(3(1)+Xu).

Then there exists a function h(\), harmonic for |x| <r, and continuous

for IXI ̂  r, such that

(1) V(\) g h(\)    for    I XI   - r

and there exists a X<0) such that

(2) 7(X«>) > H^0))-

As the circle |x| <r is simply connected we find a conjugate function

h*(k) such that h(\)+ih*(X) is holomorphic for |x| <r. We approximate

the function h(\)-r-ih*(k) by a function g(X) that is holomorphic in the

whole X-plane such that the inequalities (1) and (2) are still valid for the real

part of g(X). Then we continue g(X) holomorphically into the whole space.

This can easily be done by prescribing g(D=g(K) in all points 3=3(1)+Xa

+P2U(2)+ • ■ • +pJ)<-n), \pi\ < <x>, ■ ■ ■ , \pn\ < <*>, where the bli) are such that

{a, b(2) • • • b(n)} is an orthonormal base of the space Cn. Then #(3) is holo-

morphic in the C", and therefore in particular holomorphic in H.

Let

5= {31 3 = 3(1) + X«A |X|   <r\

and

T = U\i = 3(1)+XaA |X|   =r}.

Then the maximum principle holds for 5 and T. Therefore we should have

according to Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.4:

At7(3) I e»(J) I   ^ inf A*(j) | «•«») | for 3 G 5.

We have however

V(\) g Re g(g) on T
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which is equivalent to

0 ^ log (AH(j) I e«™ | ) on T

which is equivalent to

1 ^ AH(i) | e»<» | on T.

On the other hand we have at the point 3(2) =3(1)+X(0)a,

1 > Aa(3<2>) | «'<««> | .

3(2) is a point in 5. That is a contradiction. Therefore —log A^Q) is plurisub-

harmonic in H.

7.2. Corollary. If His a region of holomorphy, then there exists a function

V(i) that is plurisubharmonic in H and that tends to infinity everywhere at the

boundary of H. We say " V(i) tends to infinity everywhere at the boundary of H"

if for arbitrary large M we have {a\ iGHA V(i) <M\ CCP

The function —log A#(3) is plurisubharmonic in Has we have just proved

and it tends to infinity at every finite boundary point. Therefore if H is

bounded, then —log A«(3) has the required properties. If H is not bounded,

the function —log AH(%) may remain finite when approaching an infinite

boundary point of H (examples can easily be constructed). In this case we

take -logAg(3)=d/sup{-logA»(3),log |zi|, • • • , log |z„| }. The functions

log 13i | • • • log |z„| are plurisubharmonic and the upper envelope of a finite

set of plurisubharmonic functions is plurisubharmonic. —log Ag(i) tends to

infinity everywhere at the boundary, even if H is unbounded, therefore it

has the required properties and our corollary is proved.

7.3. The Corollary 7.2 is not really a weaker statement than 7.1 because

we shall show later (in 9.25): If D is a region such that there exists a function

V(%) that is plurisubharmonic in D and becomes infinite everywhere at the

boundary, then for any norm —log AD(3) is plurisubharmonic in the region.

7.4. A function V(%) is plurisubharmonic if and only if the Hermitian form

»      dW
/ „   -— dz^dz,

n,r=i   dz^dz,

is positive semidefinite. (If F(3) is not differentiable in the classical sense we

have to take the form in the sense of Schwartz's distribution.) (See 2.6.) How-

ever, any plurisubharmonic function can be approximated uniformly in any

compact subregion by plurisubharmonic functions that are arbitrarily differ-

entiable in the classical sense such that the form is positive definite (Bremer-

mann [l]).

Thus in regions of holomorphy (and only in regions of holomorphy, com-

pare 8.7) the functions —log A#(3) generate metric forms
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»    a2-logAg(3)

M,»_i dZpdz,

(ds2 is only positive semidefinite, however).

The metric form generated by —log 877(3) is invariant with respect to

euclidean transformations of H, because 877(3) is euclidean invariant. (Com-

pare 3.4.) The metric form generated by —log 8^(3) is invariant with respect

to the permutations of the coordinate planes and euclidean transformations

within the planes (compare 3.4).

7.5. In connection with the preceding considerations we remember that

the metric form, generated by the Bergman kernel function,

"    log KD(i, J)
as' =  2-r   -I-dz„dz„

ft.r—1 dZpdz,

is holomorphically invariant, and log Kd(i, 3) is pish, in D (Bergman [2;

3; 5], Bremermann [2]).

However, log K~d(i, 3) is not itself invariant with respect to holomorphic

transformations, the transformation law is

KD*(f,f) = KD{h1) Det I ̂ -    .

The metric form has the special feature that it is not only semidefinite

but definite and that its coefficients are real analytic.

The question arises: Does log Kd(i, 3) become infinite everywhere at the

boundary of D ?

We have studied this question in Bremermann [2]. We obtained: A nec-

essary condition that log R~d{i, 3) becomes infinite everywhere at the boundary of

the region D is that D is a region of holomorphy.

On the other hand, we have simple examples of domains of holomorphy

H such that log ^77(3,3) does not become infinite everywhere at the boundary

of H (Bremermann [2]).

However, any domain of holomorphy is the limit of a monotonously in-

creasing sequence of domains of holomorphy in which the function log K(i, 3)

does become infinite everywhere at the boundary (Bremermann [2]).

7.6. In the case of one complex variable the "classical" Bergman kernel

function KD[z, z) which is based on the inner product

(/, i) =  f fgdu

remains finite {K~ol(z, z) greater than zero) at isolated boundary points,

(Bremermann [2]).

We should like to mention: If we introduce an inner product with a certain
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"weighting function," we can obtain a kernel function that does become infinite

everywhere at the boundary.

We introduce as inner product (let D be bounded)

(/. g) =  f f(z)g(z)bD(z)da2.
J D

The whole kernel function theory works just the same (compare Nehari [l],

Bergman [2 ]) as in the case of the inner product fofgdw.

Let the "reproducing kernel" (Aronszajn [l]) that belongs to fDfg82D(z)du

be kp(z, z). Then, just as for Kd(z, z) we have for kn(z, z) the representation

(*x>(z<°\ i'"))-1 = min   f \ f(z) I^W&i.,

the minimum taken with respect to all functions/(z) with |/(z(0))| s£l.

Let z(1) be a boundary point of D. Then we take the function f(z)

= «/(z —z(1)). We have by definition of the euclidean distance function:

8d(z) £ I i - z*1' | .

Therefore

Je2 2 2  C i
-j-j— 8D(z)do> ̂  e   I  dee = e -Area of D < oo.

d   I 2 — z(1) ]2 JD

Therefore «/(z —z(1)) is (for any e) a function in our class (of functions for

which (/,/) < oo). [«/(z —z(1)) is in general not square integrable and therefore

not in the class of functions considered in the case of the "classical" Bergman

kernel function. That makes the difference. Compare Bremermann [2].]

For \z — z(1)| <e we have |/(z)| =e/\z — z(1)| > 1. Therefore we have

for   \z - z(1> |   < e: (kD(z, z))~l ^ e2 (Area of D).

That means obviously that &b(z, z) goes to infinity everywhere at the bound-

ary of D.

This method is limited to one variable.

8. Pseudo-convex regions.

8.1. We say that "the theorem of continuity" holds for a region D with respect

to the family of sets {S„ T„ S0, T0} if the condition S„ T„ PoCCP, lim,.^ S,

= S0 and lim^oo Tv = Ta implies SoCTCP.

8.2. Let D be a region such that for a certain norm the function —log Ad(3)

is plurisubharmonic in D. Then the theorem of continuity holds for D with respect

to bounded domains S„ So on analytic surfaces and their boundaries P„, T0.

The analytic surfaces may be as defined in 4.2. The theorem follows ex-

actly as Theorem 6.1 when we consider the fact that the maximum principle

holds for domains on analytic surfaces and their boundaries with respect to
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the class of plurisubharmonic functions, as we have shown in 4.5.

8.3. Let the theorem of continuity hold for a region D with respect to domains

S, and their boundaries T, on analytic surfaces. Let Ai>(g) and Aa,z)(g) be distance

functions based on an arbitrary norm. Let x(g) be an arbitrary function that is

holomorphic and different from zero in D. Then the minimum principle holds

for the functions | x(3) I Ax>(3) and \x(l)\ A<i,d(i) with respect to domains SCZ CD

on analytic planes of one complex dimension and their boundaries TCZQD.

In other words, our fundamental Theorem 5.1 (5.4) holds under the re-

striction that the sets S, T are of a special form.

Proof. Let 5 be a domain on the analytic plane {g| g = g(0)+Xb} where 6

is a complex vector. Let SUrCP- Then we have

inf A«,D(g) | x(g) | = m > 0.
g£r

x(3) being different from zero we have

A„,7>(3) ^ m | xQ)-11 for 3 G T.

Then the points

T(r) = {g | g = g' + a(« - r)x(s')-1 A 3' e T)

are contained in D for any m ^t>0. For r=m we have T(t)—T. Let us

also consider the point set

S(r) = {31 3 = 3' + 0(« - r)X(3')-1 As'G^j.

S(t) is a domain on an analytic surface. It has the parameter-representa-

tion

3 = 3(0) + Xb + a(m - t)x_1(3(0) + *»).        X G S*, S* a domain in the X-plane.

It is

—- = bj + aj(m - t) (   2- -Ok).
oX \ k=i ozk /

Now if the vectors a and b are linearly dependent, then the theorem is trivial.

Let therefore the vectors a and b be linearly independent. Then dz/d\ does

not vanish. Therefore S(t) is an analytic surface with no exceptional points.

For such surfaces the theorem of continuity holds by assumption. Now for

r = m we have T(r) = T and S(t)=S. There cannot exist a first t0>0 such

that 5(t0) would not be contained in D. This would violate the theorem of

continuity. Therefore we have

5(t) CD form ^ t > 0.

From this we conclude

Aa,D(3) ̂ m I x(i) h1 for 3 G S.
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From this follows

inf    Aa.D(i)\x(i)\   =  inf A«,D(a) | x(3) I ■
sGsur ser

and from this equality follows as in 5.1

inf    Az>(3) | x(3) |   = inf AD(3) | x(i) \ • q-e.d.
»esur aer

8.4. // the theorem of continuity holds in the form as described in 8.2 then

the functions —log A0,r>(3) and —log Ab(3) are plurisubharmonic in D.

This follows exactly as in 7.1. We observe that the maximum principle

is actually used in 7.1 only for the special case that 5, T are domains and

their boundaries on one-dimensional analytic surfaces. Considering 8.2 we

obtain:

8.5. Theorem. If the function —log Ar>(%) is plurisubharmonic in a region

D where Ac(3) is based upon one particular norm, then any function —log

A'd(i) is plurisubharmonic, where A'D(i) is based upon an arbitrary norm.

Remark. In particular we can choose the functions —log ho(l) and

— log 5jd(s) where 80(3) is the euclidean distance function and 6^(3) the dis-

tance function based on the maximum metric.

8.6. Theorem. For an arbitrary norm the function —log AD(i) is pluri-

subharmonic in D if and only if the theorem of continuity holds for domains S,

and their boundaries T, on analytic surfaces of one complex dimension.

8.7. Definition. We term the regions for which the functions —log Afl(3)

are plurisubharmonic "pseudo-convex."

An equivalent definition is according to 8.4: A region is pseudo-convex if

and only if the function —log 6^(3) is plurisubharmonic in D.

8.8. This definition brings Theorem 7.1 to the form: Any region of holo-

morphy is a pseudo-convex region.

The question arises if the converse is true, that is: Is any pseudo-convex

region a region of holomorphy ? This question (in a different, however essen-

tially equivalent form) has been a problem since 1911. The problem was solved

affirmatively in 1942 by K. Oka [l ] for two complex dimensions and in 1953

and 1954 by K. Oka [2], F. Norguet [l] and H. J. Bremermann [4] for «

complex dimensions.

So far we have studied the pseudo-convex regions and the plurisubhar-

monic functions in connection with regions of holomorphy. In the following

we shall investigate them for their own sake.

9. The formal correspondence of the plurisubharmonic functions to the

convex functions and the pseudo-convex regions to the convex domains.

9.1. We should like to demonstrate that the pseudo-convex domains and the

plurisubharmonic functions may be considered as the natural extension of the
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notion "convex domain" and "convex function" from the n-dimensional real

space Rn to the complex n-dimensional complex space C". We shall try to do this

by matching corresponding theorems (3). (Of course, one can consider convex

domains and functions in the 2«-dimensional real space P2n that is carrying

the Cn as a complex structure. However, doing this is something completely

different.)

9.2. A real-valued function U(x) of one real variable is called "convex"

(or might be called "sublinear," compare T. Rado [l, p. l]) in a domain B of

the real axis P1 if and only if the following condition holds for any compact

"subdomain" (subinterval) G of B:

If l(x) is a linear function such that

/(*) ^ U(x)

on the boundary of G, then

l(x) ^ U(x)

holds throughout G.

9.2.* A real-valued function V(z) of one complex variable is called "sub-

harmonic" (compare T. Rado [l]) in a region (or domain) D of the plane of

one complex variable C1, if and only if — oo ̂  V(z) < oo and V(z) is upper

semi-continuous in D and the following condition holds for any compact

subdomain G of D:

If h(z) is a function, harmonic in G and continuous in G* such that

h(z) ^ V{z) on the boundary of G, then

h(z) ^ V(z)

holds throughout G.

9.3. A real-valued function U(%) of n real variables j = (xu • ■ ■ , xn) is

called "convex" (or might be called "plurisublinear") in a domain B of the

space of n real variables R" if and only if on every straight line f = j(0)+ib

(t a real parameter, b a real vector) it is a convex function of the parameter

t in the intersection BC\ {r|r = r(0)+fb}   (Bonnesen-Fenchel   [l], Bourbaki

9.3.* A real-valued function F(g) of n complex variables 3 = (zi, • • • , zn)

is called "plurisubharmonic" (or "pseudo-convex" by K. Oka [l] and in

previous papers of the author, Bremermann [l; 2]) in a region D of the space

of n complex variables Cn if and only if — oo ̂  V(i) < oo and V(%) is upper

semi-continuous in D and on every analytic plane 3=3(0)+Xa (a a complex

vector) it is a subharmonic function of the parameter X in the intersection

Pn{3|3 = g<°>+Xa}. (See 2.6.)

(3) The proofs for the theorems in the convex case are either trivial or can be found in

Bourbaki [l], in Bonnesen-Fenchel [l], or follow from 11.4.
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9.4. U(x) is convex in B if and only if

d*U/dx2 ^ 0

at every point in B (Bonnesen-Fenchel [l, p. 18]). (The differentiation in the

sense of Schwartz [l].)

U(x) is linear if and only if

d*U/dx2 = 0.

9.4.*  V(z) is subharmonic in D if and only if

dW/dzdz £ 0

at every point in D (Rado [l, p. 12]). (The differentiation in the sense of

Schwartz.)

V(z) is harmonic if and only if

dW/dzdz = 0.

9.5. J7(r) is convex in B if and only if the quadratic form

-       d*U
>.   -dxpdxy

ji,»=l    dXpdx,

is positive semidefinite at every point of B. (The differentiation in the sense

of Schwartz.) (Bonnesen-Fenchel [l, p. 18]).

U(x) is linear in B if and only if

»       d*U
2^,   -dx^dx, = 0

M,»—i   dXpdx,

in B.

9.5.*  V(i) is pish, in D if and only if the Hermitian form

»       dW
/ .   -— dz^dz,

/*.»-,i    dZpdzv

is positive semidefinite at every point of D. (The differentiation in the sense

of Schwartz.) (Bremermann [l, p. 21], Lelong [2, p. 194].)

V(%) is pluriharmonic (that means V(%) is the real part of a holomorphic

function) if and only if

-       dW
> ,   -— dz„dzy = 0.

(i.f—l     dZpdZy

9.6. A convex function assumes its maximum at the boundary of a domain

unless it is constant in the domain.

9.6.* A pish, function takes its maximum at the boundary of a domain

unless it is a constant in the domain (Bremermann [l], also Lelong [l]).
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9.7. If f/(r) is convex in B and {r| r = r<°>-Hb} CCP for |*| gr, then

P(r«» + rb) - P(r<°> ~ rb)
£/(r(0>) < _Jf-!-i-1!-L .

2

If for any r(0)£P there exists an r0 such that for all r^r0 and for all b with

1*1-1

2

then f/(r) is convex in P.

9.7.* If F(3) is pish, in P and if {j|3 = 3l0)+Xa} CCP for |X| gr, then

1   /*2T

F(3«") ^ — I     7(3"" + re*a)<ty.
2tJ o

Let — oo ̂  7(3) < oo and let F(3) be upper semicontinuous. Then ^(3) is pish-

in D, if for any 3(0)£P there exists an r0 such that for all rgr0 and for all a

with |a| =1

1 r2r
V(im) g: — I     W + re^d*

2v J 0

(Bremermann [l, p. 22], also Lelong [l]).

9.8. Let C(r«», r) = {r| |xi-xi0)| <rA ■ ■ • A|x„-x<0)| <r). Then, if

U(%) is convex in P and C(V0), r)CCP, then

P(r«») ^ —— f U(%)dXl ■ ■ ■ dxn.
(2r)" Jc(tm.r)

9.8.* LetC(i^,r) = {i\\z1-zf)\ <rA ■ ■ • A|z„-z«»| o}. Then if 7(»)
is pish, in D and C(3(0), r)CCP, then

F(3<°») g —— f 7(j)i*iiyi • • ■ dxndyn
(irr2)"Jcuw.r)

(Bremermann [l, p. 24], also Lelong [l]).

9.9. Theorem 9.6 holds if we replace the w-cube C(r<0), r) by the w-sphere

}r| |r| <r\ and the volume of the w-cube, (2r)n, by the volume of the re-

sphere.

9.9.* Theorem 9.6 holds if we replace the polycylinder C(3(0>, r) by the

2w-sphere {3I |j| <r] and the volume of the polycylinder, (irr2)n, by the

volume of the 2w-sphere.

9.10. A function is convex in a domain P if and only if it is convex in

the neighborhood of each of its points.
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9.10.* A function is pish, in a region P if and only if it is pish, in the

neighborhood of each of its points (consequence of 9.7).

9.11. If C/i(r) and £/2(r) are convex in P, then Ui(%) + J/2(r) is convex in

P. If i7(r) is convex in B, then aU(%) is convex in B if a^O. If £/(r) is convex

in B and non-negative, then £/2(r) is convex in P. If t7(r) is convex in B, then

ec/(f) js convex m B.

9.11.* If Fi(3) and F2(3) are pish, in P, then Fi(3)+ F2(3) is pish, in P. If
V(i) is pish, in P, then ctV(i) is pish, in D if a2:0. If F(3) is pish, in B and

non-negative, then F2(3) is pish, in D. If V(i) is pish, in D, then eF^a) is pish, in

P (Bremermann [l], also Lelong [l]).

9.12. The upper envelope U(%) =lim supr^t sup„ { £/«(?')} of a family of

functions { Ua} that are convex in a domain B and bounded in every closed

subdomain of B is a convex function.

9.12.* The upper envelope V(i) =lim supa>.., supa { Va(l')} of a family of

functions { Va(i)} that are plurisubharmonic in a region D and bounded in

every closed subregion of D is a pish, function (Bremermann [l]).

9.13. The limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of convex functions

is a convex function.

9.13.* The limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of pish, functions is

a pish, function (Bremermann [l, p. 30], also Lelong [l]).

9.14. Any function t/(r) that is convex in a domain B can be approxi-

mated in any closed subdomain P'CCP by a sequence of in B' k times (k an

arbitrary integer) differentiable convex functions £/,({) such that

P,(r) ^ t/,+1(r) ^ U(%) in B'

and

lim P,(r) = £7(i).
w—foe

9.14.* Any function F(s) that is pish, in a region D can be approximated

in any closed subregion P'CCP by a sequence of in P' k times (k an arbi-

trary integer) differentiable pish, functions F„(g) such that

V,® ^ F,+1(3) ^ F(g) in P'

and

lim F,(g) - F(g)
I*—*co

(Bremermann [l, p. 30]).

9.15. This list could be continued rather indefinitely. By substituting

"linear" for "harmonic," "straight line" for "analytic plane," f for g, etc., we

obtain corresponding theorems for plurisubharmonic and convex functions.

In the following paragraphs we shall match corresponding theorems for

pseudo-convex regions and convex domains. The pseudo-convex regions are
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such that —log Ac(3) is a plurisubharmonic function in D. However, it is

sufficient to consider only the euclidean norm to characterize the pseudo-

convex regions: A region is pseudo-convex if and only if —log 8z>(3) is pluri-

subharmonic in D (8.6). The key for establishing the correspondence between

the convex domains and the pseudo-convex regions is that we are able to

prove that a domain BC.R" is convex if and only if —log 8B(r) is a convex

function in P. &b(%) is the euclidean distance function (compare 3.4). We

limit ourselves here for simplicity's sake to the euclidean norm. It should be

noted that one can prove: If a domain P is convex, then —log AB(y) is a

convex function in P, where AB(r) is based upon an arbitrary norm of the

P", and conversely if —log A^(r) is a convex function in B, where As(r)

is based on an arbitrary norm, then P is a convex domain. The proof fol-

lows similar lines as the proof for the fact that if the theorem of continuity

holds for a region DQC", then —log AD(%) is plurisubharmonic and vice

versa. The proof that —log 5.8(r) is convex in a convex domain, which we

will give in the following, is different.

9.16. A domain PCP" is convex if and only if —log 8b(j) is a convex func-

tion in P.

A convex domain is a domain such that with two points the straight line

segment connecting the two points belongs to the domain. A domain is

convex if and only if through every boundary point we have a supporting

linear manifold of dimension n — 1 (where n is the dimension of the domain).

For definition etc. see: Bourbaki [l], Behnke-Stein [2], Bonnesen-Fenchel

[l]. We shall first prove part of Theorem 9.16:

9.17. If B is a convex domain, then —log 5B(r) is a convex function in P.

Proof. Through every boundary point r(0) of a convex domain we have a

supporting plane (or hyperplane) which can be written in the form {r|a-(r

_r(o>) =o} where a is a real vector, orthogonal to the plane; a-(r—f(0)) de-

notes the scalar product of a and f—r<0).

Let |a| =1 and a such that a(j —r(0)) is positive on that side of the

plane on which B is situated. Then a-(5 — r(0)) measures in B the distance of

the point 5 from the plane. Obviously

5b(%) = min {a(r - f<«)}

where f(W varies through all boundary points of P and a is the vector associ-

ated to r(W as described above. Then

-log5u(r) = max {-log a-(5 - r(6))}-

Each function —log a- (r—r'6)) is a convex function in P, because

"    32(-loga-(r - i<») "       a»a,dx>dxv (a-Jr)2
2^ - dx„dx, =  >.  -=-^ 0

„,,-! dx.dx, ~i (a-(r-r<»>))2     (a-(r-rW))2

(compare 9.5). Also the family of functions { —log a(f —r(H)}  is bounded
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in any closed subdomain P'CCP Therefore, according to 9.12, the upper

envelope of the family, and that is —log SB(r), is a convex function in B.

Thus we have proved, if B is convex, then —log 8B(r) is convex in P.

9.18. Let —log 871(5) be a convex function in B. Then the following "theorem

of continuity" holds for B:
Let S, and So be straight line segments and T, and To, respectively, the bound-

ary (end points) of Sv and So, respectively. Let S,yJTr(ZB for every v and let

lim,,,*, S„ = S0 and lim,,w T, — To. Then, if ToCB, SoCB.
Proof. Because of the maximum principle (9.6), we have for every v

max     — log 3B(f) = max — log 5B(r),

which is equivalent to

min    8B(r) = min 5B(|).
res„ur, ren

Now SB(r) is continuous in B (compare 3.2). Therefore, the latter inequal-

ity also holds in the limit:

min     SB(r) =  min 5B(r).
jes0ur0 rer0

If PoGP, then min(gr0 SB(r) =m>0. Therefore

min     SB(f) = m > 0.
rGs0ur0

It follows that So^JToCB.
9.19. If the "theorem of continuity" (9.18) holds for a domain B, then B is a

convex domain.

Proof. Let f(1) and y(2) be two points in B. We connect j(1> and r(2> by a

curve {||f = jc(0, 0^<Sl} in B. Let ?(0)=r<» and r(l)=r<2>. If t is close to

zero, then the line segment from r<x> to i(t) is contained in B, as r(1) is an in-

terior point of P.

If then t increases toward 1, there cannot be a first to such that the seg-

ment from r<°> to i(t) is contained in B for 1 ^t<t0, but not for t0, because

that would be a contradiction to our theorem of continuity. Therefore, the

segment r(0) to f (1) which is the segment from r(1) to j<2> belongs to B.

Thus we have proved: For arbitrary points j(1) and %{2)GB, the points on

the connecting straight line are contained in B. That means P is a convex

domain.

Theorems 9.17, 9.18, and 9.19 together yield Theorem 9.16.

9.20. A domain B is convex if and only if —log 8B(r) is a convex function

in B (Theorem 9.16).
9.20.* A region P is pseudo-convex if and only if —log 873(3) ** a pish, func-

tion in D (Definition 8.1).
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9.21. The (open) intersection B of a family of convex domains [Ba\ is a

convex domain.

Proof. We consider the theorem to be true if the open intersection is

empty. If it is not empty, then the family of the distance functions

{-log8Ba(r)}

is uniformly bounded in every closed subdomain of B. —log 8B(r) is the

upper envelope of the family { —log SB<t(r)}. Each —log 8Ba(r) is a convex

function in Ba and therefore also in B. The upper envelope of a family of

convex functions is convex (9.12). Therefore, —log 8B(r) is convex in B which

implies (9.20) that B is a convex region.

9.21.* The (open) intersection D of a family of pseudo-convex regions {P«}

is a pseudo-convex region.

Remark. In the convex case the intersection of convex domains is again a

domain. In the pseudo-convex case the intersection of pseudo-convex domains

can be a region. We see that immediately if we remember that in the z-plane

any domain is a pseudo-convex domain.

The intersection of regions, however, is again a region.

The proof of our theorem for the pseudo-convex case goes exactly as in

the convex case.

9.22. A domain B is convex if and only if it satisfies the "theorem of con-

tinuity" (as described in 9.18).

In 9.17 we have proved: If B is convex, then —log 8B(r) is convex in B.

In 9.18: If —log 8B(f) is convex in B, then the theorem of continuity holds.

In 9.19: If the theorem of continuity holds, then B is convex.

9.22.* A region D is pseudo-convex if and only if it satisfies the following

"theorem of continuity": Let S, be domains on 2-dimensional analytic surfaces,

T, the boundaries. Let lim,.,,, S, = So and lim,..,, T, = T0. Let S,KJTy(ZC.B
and PoCCP, and let 50VJP0 be bounded. Then SoCCP (Theorem 8.6).

9.23. If P(f) is a convex function in a domain B and if (for real M) the

domain

{r|rG£AP(r) < M)

is compact in B, then it is a convex domain.

One sees easily that the point set

|r|r G£ A U(%) < M\

is a domain and that it satisfies the theorem of continuity because the maxi-

mum principle holds for the straight line segments S„ T„ and U(%) (compare

9.6). Therefore the region

is convex according to 9.22.
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9.23.* If V(i) is a pish, function in a region D and if (for real M) the region

U\ieDAV(i) <M)

is compact in D, then it is a pseudo-convex region^).

One sees easily that the region

UliGDAVd) <M]

satisfies the theorem of continuity because the maximum principle holds for

domains on analytic surfaces and their boundaries, S„ T„ and V(%) (com-

pare 4.6). Therefore the region

U\lGDAV(i) <M]

is pseudo-convex according to 9.22.

9.24. Let {B,\ be a sequence of convex domains, such that P,CP»+iCP,

and limF<0O B, = B0. Then B is a convex domain^").

9.24.* Let {D,\ be a sequence of pseudo-convex regions, such that P,CP»+i

CP. and Urn,,., D, = D. Then D is a pseudo-convex region^1).

Proof. Because of P„CPh-iCP we have 5Br(r) g5Bjp+l(f) ̂ 5B(r) which is

equivalent to —log 8^(5) ^ —log 8B,u(l) iS —log 8B(j). In any compact sub-

region of B the functions —log 5B>(r) converge uniformly towards —log 5b(%)-

Every function —log 5b,(f) is convex because of 9.20. Therefore —log 8B(f)

is convex because of 9.13, and because of 9.20 it follows that P is convex.

The proof for the pseudo-convex case is completely analogous to the con-

vex case.

9.25. If B is a domain such that there exists a function U(%) that is convex in

B and such that for arbitrary large real M

{r|r65AP(f) <M) CC B,

then B is convex.

9.25.* If D is a region such that there exists a function V(i) that is pish, in

D and such that for arbitrary large real M

U\iGDAV(i) <M) CCD,

then D is pseudo-convex.

(*) The regions {jIjC-DA^J) <M\ are of considerable interest (compare Theorem 7.2,

compare also Bremermann[l] and [2]).

Also, Marston Morse's theory of "critical points" (Marston Morse [l]) could be developed

to a certain extent for these regions. The "subharmonic" and "plurisubharmonic functions" are

a similar extension of the class of harmonic functions as the "pseudo-harmonic functions" of

Marston Morse. The surfaces V(i) = Mcorrespond to the "level curves," and a "critical point"

is a point, where dV/dzr= ■ • ■ =dF/dz„ = 0 and dV/dzi= • • • =dV/dzn = 0 (if F(j) is dif-

ferentiate).
(*) For the definition of lim„„ B, = B and linv.a D, = D, see 2.4.
(•) This theorem stated for regions of holomorphy is known as the "theorem of Behnke-

Stein" (compare 2.9).
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According to 9.23 every domain Bu= {j| |GPAc7(f) <M) is convex.

Also BM(ZBm+iCB and limAf.^,, Bm=B. Therefore B is convex according to

9.24. The same argument proves also the pseudo-convex case.

We note that this theorem is important for 7.2.

9.26. If B is a convex domain, then it can be approximated by convex do-

mains B, such that the boundary is k times (k an arbitrary integer) differentiable,

and B,CB,+i(ZB and lim ,^X,B, = B.

9.26. * If D is a pseudo-convex region, then it can be approximated by pseudo-

convex regions D, such that the boundary is k times (k an arbitrary integer)

differentiable, and P,CP»+iCP and lim,..* D, = D.

Proof. (For the pseudo-convex case, the proof for the convex case is anal-

ogous). If D is pseudo-convex, then —log 8.0(3) is pish, in P. In a (sufficiently

large) subregion of D we approximate —log 8fl(g) by &-times continuous

differentiable pish, functions V,(i) and define

Pi= UeDAv^ti) <Mi},

vi and Mi sufficiently chosen. The boundary of Pi is given by Vvi(i) — Mi=0

and is £-times differentiable. In a similar way we construct P2, P3 such that

P1CP2CP3, etc., and lim,,,, D, = D.

This list could be continued further.

10. Pseudo-convex envelopes and the problem of complex manifolds and

Riemann domains.

10.1. Any arbitrary domain BC.Rn has a convex envelope. The convex

envelope is the intersection of all convex domains containing P.

Therefore we are tempted to define the pseudo-convex envelope of an

arbitrary domain P C C" to be the intersection of all pseudo-convex domains

containing P. This is possible, of course.

However, if we want the pseudo-convex envelope of a domain to coincide

with the envelope of holomorphy, then this definition does not work. There

are schlicht domains, the envelope of holomorphy of which is no longer

schlicht (Thullen [l], Bremermann [3]). This leads us to consider pseudo-

convex domains and pish, functions in non-schlicht domains.

Complex manifolds have been studied extensively in recent years. There-

fore, the extension of our techniques is of interest not only in connection with

the pseudo-convex envelope.

10.2. A 2«-dimensional complex manifold M is a 2w-dimensional manifold

that has the following property: 9it is covered with local systems of complex

coordinates P(i) (let P denote a variable point in Tit), such that in the inter-

section of two systems P(3) and P(3*) the transformations 3(3*) and g*(3) are

holomorphic and one to one.

10.3. A function V(P) is called plurisubharmonic in a region on a complex
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manifold "M if V(P) is upper semicontinuous and V(P(i)) is pish, (in 3) where

the local coordinates P(3) are valid.

Change of local coordinates does not affect the property of V(P) to be

pish., as the property of a function to be pish, is invariant with respect to

holomorphic transformations.

If *M is schlicht the definition coincides with our previous definition for

schlicht domains.

10.4. A domain PCC" is pseudo-convex if and only if there exists a func-

tion V(\) pish, in D, such that for all (arbitrarily large) real M the region

UlhGDAVd) <M\

is compact in D (7.2 and 9.25).

Because this property is necessary and sufficient we can take it as defini-

tion; this definition can be carried over to complex manifolds.

A region DCM, 9tt a complex manifold, is called pseudo-convex if and only

if there exists a function V(P), pish, in D, such that for all (arbitrary large) real

M

{P\PGMAV(P) <M) CCD.

10.5. This definition permits us to extend several of the theorems in §9

to complex manifolds.

The problem is, however, to show that domains of holomorphy on complex

manifolds are pseudo-convex domains. This problem would be solved if it

were possible to find a substitute for —log 8d(3) on complex manifolds.

Recently K. Oka has solved this problem for concrete complex manifolds

over the C", with no branchpoints as interior points, that is complex mani-

folds such that the Zi • • • znG.Cn are local coordinates at every point of the

manifold. On such a manifold 85(3) can be defined. The difficulty here is to

show that —log Sd(3) goes to infinity also if 3 moves on a path that is winding

on infinitely many sheets such that the projection into the C" remains within

a bounded domain (K. Oka [2]).

10.6. We note, in the case of regions D that are compact in a Stein manifold

(that is a special type of complex manifold), that we can imbed the non-schlicht

region as an analytic surface in a higher dimensional schlicht space. In this case

we can take a distance function in this higher-dimensional schlicht space, restrict

it to D, and thus obtain a substitute for —log 80(3).

10.7. The pseudo-convex envelope. In 10.1 we have seen that we have to

consider not only schlicht pseudo-convex regions containing a given region in

order to define the pseudo-convex envelope but also the non-schlicht regions

containing the given region.

By "continuation" of a given schlicht region D we shall understand any con-

crete complex manifold with no branchpoints as interior points that contains the

given region D.
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As "pseudo-convex envelope" of a schlicht region we define the largest (open)

region contained in the intersection of all continuations of D.

By this definition any region DCZC" possesses a pseudo-convex envelope

and it coincides, according to the result of K. Oka, with the envelope of

holomorphy of P.

10.8. Convex domains have the property that with two points the con-

necting straight line segment belongs to the domain. What corresponds in

the pseudo-convex case to this property?

The straight line segment is the convex envelope of the set consisting of the

two points. A domain B is convex if and only if with any subset that is con-

tained in the domain the convex envelope of the subset is contained in the

domain. Thus it turns out that it is sufficient to take as subsets pairs of

points of B and to require that their convex envelope is contained in P.

Pseudo-convex regions also have the property that a region P is pseudo-

convex if with any subset its pseudo-convex envelope is contained in D.

The question is: What kind of subsets are already characteristic and thus

correspond to the pairs of points in the convex case? In other words we have

the problem of determining a class & of sets as simple as possible such that

a region P is pseudo-convex if the pseudo-convex envelope of any subset of

P that belongs to S is contained in P.

11. Tube domains.

11.1. Let Zj = Xj+iyj and z = (xi, ■ ■ • , x„), lj = (:yi, • • • , yn), and 3 = f+^.

A "tube domain" is a domain that has the form

T = h|lG B, t) arbitrary},

where the "base" B is a domain in the space of the n real parts xit • • • , xn.

We write Ts for a tube with base P.

11.2. Let V(i) be defined in TB and be independent of t), that is: V(i) = F(f).

Then V(i) is pish, in TB if and only if V(i) is convex in P(7).

Proof. V(i) is pseudo-convex if and only if

A    d2V(h)   .   .,
/ .   -— aZfflz,

M,»— i   dZpdz,

(in the sense of Schwartz) is positive semidefinite. As V(%) does not depend

upon t) we have

dW(j) __ dW(%)

dZyjbz,        dx^dx,

Also dzlldz, = dxMdx,-\-dy^dy,+i(dylldx,—dxl,dy,). Therefore

(7) Theorems 11.2 and 11.3 were first obtained together with other interesting results on

tube domains by Lelong [2]. Convex tube domains also play a role in Bochner-Martin [l],

Hitotumatu [l], Bremermann [1; 3; 5-].
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7 ,-dz„dzr = 2^, —■-(dx^dx, + dy^dy,).
dZpdz, dx^dx.

The latter form is positive semidefinite if and only if ^2(d2 V(%)/dxiidx,)dx„dx,

is positive semidefinite, and that is the case if and only if V(%) is convex (ac-

cording to 9.5).

11.3. A tube domain TB C Cn is pseudo-convex if and only if its basis B CPn

is convex.

TB is pseudo-convex if and only if —log 8r(3) is pish, in TB- Now obvi-

ously Sr(3) does not depend upon t) and we have 87(3) =SB(r). (SB(r) the dis-

tance function of the domain P.) As we have just proved, —log 87(3) is

pseudo-convex in Tb if and only if —log 8B(r) is convex in P. —log 5B(%) is

convex if and only if P is convex (9.20). Thus Tb is pseudo-convex if and

only if P is convex.

11.4. To any convex domain PCP" we can associate TB= {3|r£PAty

arbitrary} C C". To any function £/(r), convex in P, we can associate the

function V(i) = U(%), defined in TB.

TB is pseudo-convex according to 11.3 and V(%) is pish, in TB according

to 11.2.
Any theorem that is true for all pish, functions and all pseudo-convex

regions is in particular true for Tb and V(i). If we are able to conclude that

the statement is also true for the restriction of V(i) to B and TB to B, we

have derived the corresponding theorem for convex functions and domains.

For instance the upper envelope of a bounded family of plurisubharmonic

functions is a plurisubharmonic function. We want to conclude: The upper

envelope of a bounded family { £/„(?)} of convex functions £/«(?), defined in

P, is a convex in B. We define Va(i) = Ua(%), then Va(i) is plurisubharmonic

in Tb- Hence the upper envelope ^(3) of the family { Va(i)} is plurisubhar-

monic in Tb- It does not depend on the imaginary part of 3. Therefore its

restriction is convex in P. The restriction of V(i) is the upper envelope of

{ Ua(%)}. Hence the upper envelope of { Ua(l)} is convex.

We cannot always conclude in this way. For instance any plurisubhar-

monic function can be approximated by plurisubharmonic functions that are

arbitrarily differentiable. If we want to derive the corresponding theorem for

convex functions, we have the difficulty that our theorem for plurisubhar-

monic functions ensures us only the existence of an arbitrarily differentiable

approximating plurisubharmonic function but does not ensure us that this

function does not depend upon the imaginary parts. Thus we cannot simply

conclude that the restriction is convex.

Thus the possibility of proving corresponding theorems by this "restric-

tion principle" depends upon the logical structure of the theorem, in particu-

lar if the theorem contains "existence" quantification.

12. "Extended class" of functions.

12.1. Given a domain in the z-plane (with a sufficiently well behaved
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boundary) and continuous boundary values. Then there does exist a function

harmonic in the domain and assuming the given boundary values.

In several variables this is no longer true. Given on the boundary of a

domain continuous boundary values. There does in general not exist a func-

tion pluriharmonic in the domain that assumes the given boundary values.

Even if the boundary values are prescribed only on the «-dimensional

"distinguished boundary surface" (Bergman [l; 4]), of a 2n-dimensional do-

main (with a distinguished boundary surface), the boundary value problem

can, in general, not be solved with pluriharmonic functions. To solve arbi-

trary continuous boundary values, prescribed on a distinguished boundary

surface, Bergman has extended the class of pluriharmonic functions to the

"extended class" (Bergman [4; 6]).

12.2. A very handy class of a domain with a distinguished boundary sur-

face—though not containing the most general type—are the "analytic poly-

hedrons."

An analytic polyhedron is a domain of the form

P= UliGDA |xi(3)|  < 1 A--- A |x*(i)| <1},     **».

where P is a region and Xi(s)> • • • , X*(3) are holomorphic in D and PCCP.

Its distinguished boundary surface is the union of all intersections of n

different hypersurfaces

{3|3<EPA 1x^(3)1  = l}n---n{3|3GPA | *.(j) I  = l}.

The boundary of P consists of k 2n — l dimensional hypersurfaces 07;

dP= Ucr,-;       o-j= {3I3GPA |x,(3)|  = 1}.
1-1

The boundary of o,jl consists of (at most) k 2n — 2 dimensional surfaces,

k

<*h =    U   ffjiii
h—!

((Ty,y, may be empty for certain j2),

°hh = U I 3 e P A I Xn(3) I   = 1 A I Xa(3) |   - l}.

The boundary of <Tjlj2 is U*s=i (T/,,/,,/, etc. We get finally 07,.../., and the union

of all ffj1-..jn is the "distinguished boundary surface" of P.

If the functions xi(3) • ' • X*(3) are sufficiently well behaved, each

ffji-.-j^ is at most 2n—v dimensional and in particular the distinguished

boundary surface is n-dimensional. The maximum principle holds for P and

the distinguished boundary surface and the class of functions that are holo-

morphic in P.

12.3. The convex analogue to the analytic polyhedrons are the convex poly-

hedrons.
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An analytic polyhedron we can write in the form

P = {313 G P A log | xi(j) I  < 0 A • • • A log I x*(j) I  < 0}.

To the pluriharmonic functions correspond the linear functions as we have

seen in §9. Therefore we obtain that

P = (f I r C P A *i(f) < 0 A ■ • ■ A «r) < 0}

corresponds to the analytic polyhedron. Here the condition r£P is obsolete,

we obtain:

P= {r[/i(r) <0A • •• A Mr) <0}, i £ n.

Such a domain is a convex polyhedron.

The boundary consists of at most k n — 1 dimension plane segments.

3P = U*_i ffj. The boundary of each segment Oj1 consists of at most k n — 2

dimensional plane segments cry,/,, etc. The "distinguished boundary surface"

consists of a finite number of points, the "corners" of our polyhedron. The

maximum principle holds for P and its distinguished boundary surface and

the class of linear functions as well as for the class of functions that are con-

vex in P.

12.4. Bergman's "extended class" (Bergman [4]). Bergman considers the

case of 2 variables. Here the distinguished boundary surface is two-dimen-

sional.

Each Oj= {3I 3£PA|xj(3)| = 1} is the union of the set of analytic sur-

faces :

FW = {31 3 C P A Xi(l) =«*>}, 0 g */ g 2r.

The boundary of each P(*»> lies on the distinguished boundary surface. There-

fore we have continuous boundary values, prescribed on the boundary of

Fp\
As P(fj) is a 2-dimensional analytic surface, we can solve the boundary

value problem and determine that function that is harmonic on P'**' and

takes the given boundary values. Doing this for every F<-*') we have our func-

tion uniquely defined on the whole boundary of P.

The next step is to define the function of the extended class in P. Bergman

has used two different methods (Bergman [4], p. 526). (1) Take that

(uniquely determined) harmonic function that takes the prescribed boundary

values on dP, the boundary of P. (2) Select one fixed Xj0(i)> anci define

r,.* =  U\lGP Ax/.(i) = pe*)-

Then the union of all tp„>, for 0 gp< 1, 0 ^t? ^27r, is P. Each analytic surface

Tp,& has its boundary on bP. We can similarly, as above, determine that har-

monic function (harmonic on Fj„(p, •#)) that assumes the values on the

boundary of Fj0(p, d). Thus we obtain a function, uniquely defined for every

point in P.
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By selecting a different xy0(i) we would have obtained a different function.

Thus there are k different possibilities, k different "extended classes."

12.5. Let us interpret this procedure in the convex case.

In the case of one real variable a convex domain is an interval. The bound-

ary value problem can trivially be solved with a linear function (compare

12.1).
In the case of two variables it is in general quite impossible, of course, to

solve the boundary value problem with boundary values prescribed on the

whole boundary with linear functions (compare 12.1).

However, given a triangle and boundary values at its "distinguished

boundary surface," that is its three corners. By three values a linear function

is just uniquely determined.

If we have a polygon with n corners, however, we can, in general, not find

a linear function assuming the given n values. We have the situation that

corresponds to the case of boundary values prescribed on the distinguished

boundary surface of an analytic polyhedron.

Let us now interpret the construction of a function of the "extended

class" in the convex case.

Corresponding to the C2 is the P2 and to an analytic polyhedron cor-

responds a convex polyhedron P. On every side 07 of the polyhedron we can

determine that function that is linear on the side and that takes the pre-

scribed values in the corners 07,,-,.

Thus we obtain boundary values on the whole boundary of P. To define

our function of the "extended class" we have corresponding to 12.4 the cases:

(1) Take that harmonic function that assumes the values on dP. (2) We select

one of the sides try0 of the polyhedron and cover with its parallels t„ the whole

domain P. The end points of each segment t„ lie on the boundary of P. We

can now determine that function, linear on tp, that assumes the boundary

values in the end points of rp. Thus we obtain a function defined throughout

P.
By selecting a different side aJo we would have obtained a different func-

tion. Thus there are k different possibilities, k different "extended classes."

12.6. In the case of a convex polyhedron we have also another possibility

of defining an "extended class" to solve our boundary value problem.

We take the upper envelope of all linear functions that are smaller or

equal to the given boundary values. This envelope function is a convex func-

tion (compare 9.12). Also, as it can easily be seen, it assumes the prescribed

(finitely many) boundary values. This envelope function can be obtained as

the upper envelope of at most k different linear functions if we have k corners.

This function is also equal to the upper envelope of all convex functions that

are smaller or equal to the given boundary values.

12.7. The correspondence between convexity and pseudo-convexity sug-

gests proceeding in the case of analytic polyhedrons in a similar way.
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We can consider the class of all pluriharmonic functions or plurisubhar-

monic functions, respectively, that are smaller than or equal to the given

boundary values on the distinguished boundary surface. The upper envelope

is a plurisubharmonic function, because of 9.12 and because the maximum

principle holds for analytic polyhedra, its distinguished boundary surface

and the class of plurisubharmonic functions (12.2).

We conjecture: This envelope function assumes the given boundary values

if the boundary is sufficiently "well behaved."

We shall take up these heuristic ideas in a further paper.
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